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EXPERIENCE:
Rutgers University, Piscataway, NJ (Livingston Campus)
Assistant Professor of Professional Practice
 Senior Program Director Department SCM New Brunswick  Director, Supply Chain Complex Project Management Lab
 Project Management
 Introduction to Supply Chain Management
 Strategies for Supply Chain Management
United Nations, New York City, NY
Director Project Management, Assistant Chief of Security January 2003-December 2010

Managed all safety and security project for the NYC UN complex

Projects ranged for $25 million to $100 million

Projects encompassed the latest state of technology to that of physical construction including all new campus
perimeter security, access control systems.

Assisted architectural and design firms both from the physical and the technical arena to provide practical
operating systems.

Was Safety and Security project management liaison to the Capital Master Plan renovation of the NYC campus
buildings a $1.8 billion project.

Developed counter terrorism security team with NYPD, State and Federal agencies to improve security
communication for the United Nations and NYC.

Cambridge Group Inc., Bedminster, NJ 908-507-8228
President and CEO, January 1980 – December 2003

Develop and produce project manuals for the planning, scheduling and controlling of projects.

Author of several books entitled “Project Management and Control Tools,” “Strategic Planning and Creative
Thinking,” “Taming a Silent Killer – Your Stress.”

Author of the Project Management Guidelines (PMG) concepts used by the Core of Engineers and numerous
other companies. The PMG is a recognized guideline on how to conduct business in a project management
environment.

Have been chosen to represent such prestigious firms as Battelle Memorial Institute, The Conference Board of
New York, The A M A and Excel Partnership (the world leader in quality and ISO certification).

Developed the “Organizational Performance Questionnaire ©,” and “Project Management Questionnaire ©,”
and Project Closeout Questionnaire ©” used to define and plot staff and management perceptions of an
organization, project or operating environment. Since it inception in 1985 these questionnaires have been
augmented with eight additional areas including Quality, Customer Service and Communication.

Created a concept known as “Intact PM” a visual concept to better understand and manage the concepts of
Project Management.

A list of client companies is attached along with specific letters of reference supporting the many years of
experience and involvement in designing project planning and control techniques, training and supporting
project management though a large consulting and training effort.

American Brands, New York City, NY
Executive Vice President Engineering, September 1978 – August 1980

Responsible for Corporate Engineering process, Capital Panning and budget management

Managed supervision of engineering departments both at corporate and plant levels world wide

Responsible for automation, manufacturing and technology development of manufacturing operations and
facilities.

Responsible for the implementation of a corporate wide project management culture, projects and reporting
process. Annual project budget was in excess of 1.5 billion dollars

Arnold Baking Corporation, Greenwich, CT
Executive Vice President Corporate Engineering, - June 1976 August 1978

Responsibilities similar to those of American Brands

Was hired for expertise in the field of Project Management and the implementation of project management
throughout the corporate environ including all holdings such as the Orawheat Corporation.

Interim General Manager of the Greenwich operation during the search for a new manager.
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GRC Corporation, Hudson, Ohio and NYC
CEO and Co-Founder – 1954 - 1974

A multi-million dollar organization who designed, built and installed automated systems to the food, cosmetic,
pharmaceutical and automotive industries

Pioneers in automated pneumatic controls and their adoption by various industries

Sold the company to General Motors robotics division in 1974

During the twenty years of ownership and management was responsible for the project management of all
projects both national and international. Projects varied in scope and cost from manufacturing line
modifications costing several thousand dollars to the design build of state-of-the-art automation costing in the
millions.

Education:





Bachelor of Science in Psychology, Ohio University
Masters and PhD in Forensic Psychology, Western Reserve University
Bachelors in Mechanical Engineering Case Institute of Engineering

Professional Associations:





Member of Project Management Institution
American Society of Manufacturing Engineers
Society of Military Engineers
American Society of Quality and Performance

Publications and Articles:





Article, “Western Hemisphere meets Eastern Hemisphere: Trade, Investment and Development Opportunities
through – “A process Called Project Management.” Published August 2015.
Book, “Project Management – The Basics for Success,” Third Edition, 2013 Cambridge Press – ISBN – 18853-1801-04
Book, “Project Management – The Basics for Success,” Third Edition, 2014 Translated into Chinese and used as
text book in China
Book, “Taming a Silent Killer – Your Stress,” 2002 Cambridge Press – ISBN 1-885318-01-04
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